CES 2016 Las Vegas
The 34 Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes companies at the Consumer Electronics Show
42TEA
Booth 81242
It's oenology applied to the world of tea, a discovery of flavors built around a connected object.
ABEEWAY
Booth 80463
The geolocation system specialist that boasts impressive battery autonomy, Abeeway revolutionizes the geolocation market with
its flagship product, APY: a smart, tiny and stylish GPS beacon that achieves a battery life of two years! Find your pet, receive
alarms if anyone tries to steal your belongings, find your loved ones … put your mind at ease with APY!
ALPWISE
Booth 80922
Alpwise, designer of smart objects (IoT), develops innovative solutions for communicating systems including Bluetooth technology
and low-power radio, embedded applications and connected sensors.
ARYBALLE TECHNOLOGIES
Booth 81234
Based on the combination of Nano, Biotech, IT and Cognitive Sciences Aryballe is developing Innovative technologies, databases,
software and devices applied to the identification of smells and tastes. At the occasion of the 2016 CES, Aryballe will launch the
first Universal and Portable E-Nose.
BESPOON
Booth 81327
Our chips enable precise and reliable indoor location. They are tailored for consumer electronic devices like smartphones, tags,
beacons, home appliances, RTLS, etc. Try the SpoonPhone and experience positioning with an inch-level precision, over long
ranges and across walls or bodies!
BIDUL&CO
Booth 81932
Bidul and Co: manufacturer of accessories for Smartphones and Tablets. Bidul: French brand of Lyon, with many products
licensed Apple MFI and Microsoft "Designed for Surface.”
BLUEMINT LABS
Booth 80540
Bluemint Labs presents ‘bixi’: the first ultra-portable, fully contactless gesture-control device for smart objects. Compact, light and
robust, this innovation allows users to interact intuitively with their smartphone, tablet or computer even when their hands are
occupied or covered. Bixi works natively with the user’s applications, with a great battery life lasting for weeks. All of which fits
into a smooth shell evoking a friendly turtle.
BREATHE UP by GROUP TERA
Booth 74952
Breathe Up (R) is the first digital solution to inform you about your real-time exposure to air pollutants. Based on your profile and
physical activity, Breathe Up (R) helps you adopt healthier behaviours.
CAST by GENII
Booth 80835
Cast is your Home Entertainment Hub that disrupts Entertainment. The simplest way to Livestream entertainment and invite &
chat with your friends and family on your digital sofa to watch Movies, Sports & play Games together. It's the first of its kind live
streaming device. With CAST, Entertainment will never be the same.
DE RIGUEUR
Booth 81239
The House of De Rigueur creates high-end and innovative leather accessories, handmade in France, for gentlemen. De Rigueur
introduces The Connected Sleeve: the first embedded, smart & elegant solution to charge your smartphone, the perfect marriage
of French luxury goods and new technologies.
ELICHENS
Booth 81233
eLichens is a newly founded company with a mission to enable individuals to monitor their environment quality which has direct
impact on one’s health and wellbeing. The air you breathe becomes a data that you measure. Our goal is to provide "connected
environment sensing technology” relying on our patented gas sensors & software.
ENERBEE
Booth 80538
EnerBee is a company developing a ground-breaking micro generator enabling to replace batteries in consumer and industrial
smart objects using the power of motion. The company aims to commercialize its first product, a batteryless and wireless dimmer
for the mainstream market, at the end of 2016.

ENLAPS
Booth 80920
Time-lapse video solutions (for capturing building/construction, cloud movements, sunsets, plant growth ...) are artistic and
informative, but currently reserved only for experienced users. Enlaps is a unique, complete and intuitive solution including a selfsufficient and communicating camera coupled with a web application dedicated to the creation and sharing of time lapses.
GREENWAVES
Booth 80563
GreenWaves Technologies is the first to connect objects at 1Mb/s over miles, for years, at a low cost, and to enable rich IoT
services based even on image, sound and motion sensors. We augment and complement existing Low Power Wide Area Network
solutions.
HEXO+
Booth 25423
HEXO+ is the world's first entirely autonomous drone that allows you to capture stunning areal footage with the use of a simple
smartphone app. With award-winning technology and design, HEXO+ elevates the camera and drone experience with hands-free
operation, enabling you to focus on your adventure.
HOLI
Booth 81225
Holî imagines lights that go beyond illumination to improve the way we live. Our last product is SleepCompanion, the light to sleep
better. It's a unique light bulb generating the right type of light your body needs at the right moment, controlled by an APP that
analyses the physical and environmental factors affecting your sleep so you can improve your sleeping habits.
IN&MOTION
Booth 80858
In&motion designs and manufactures wearable protection systems based on smart detection devices. The company has released
the first Smart Skier Airbag, approved by the International Ski Federation in October of 2014 and used in World Cup by Skicross
racers. Based on its technology, In&motion develops other protection solutions for sports, drones, industry or health.
KALKIN
Booth 81434
Kalkin designs user-friendly and smart solutions that will attract people fond of nature and adventure. We bring an original digital
experience to enjoy the extraordinary landscapes with a combination of connected objects and 3D interactive maps.
KIWI BOX by CHARGING PHONE
Booth 81640
KIWI BOX is a universal charging station with only one power cable that charges up to 6 devices. A single device for all
phones/tablets. Fed up with all those wires running in your living room? Thanks to KIWI Box, you will finally have a device that
looks good and that can welcome all your friends' phones.
MAGICA VISION
Booth 73051
Magica Vision offers an innovative and unique solution for the visually impaired and the elderly, the Magicabox, "the magic solution
for blind people." This electronic box aggregates 29 functions such as a vocalized phone, health applications, electronic sensors
to facilitate movements, and is offered at an extremely low price ($199).
MASKOTT
Booth 81238
Your Learning Companion. We deliver cutting-edge digital solutions for the Education, Training, Culture and Leisure segments.
Our ecosystem knowledge base - combinedshar with a highly innovative culture - allows us to create intuitive tools, with a global
approach focused on your needs.
THELIA
Booth 81240
Thelia is an open-source smart commerce platform. It provides to businesses an agile solution to develop their omni-channel
business by a predictive approach centered on the customer.
PERFECT MEMORY
Booth 81241
Your FAMILLE's got talent! Bring out the best of your community via Perfect Memory's FAMILLE: a content management,
enrichment and publishing platform tailor-made for communities. FAMILLE increases the revenue of catalogs owners via a usercentric and collaborative description of digital assets.
SMART & BLUE
Booth 80735
Smart & Blue is showing its first creation, Hydrao, the smart and connected shower head, the first of its kind, that teaches you
how to savewater while having fun at the same time. Hydrao is a must-have in these water restricted times!
SMARTMEUP
Booth 80738
Smart Me Up has developed a face recognition technology that can analyze faces from any camera. Any device embedding this
artificial intelligence library can thus react smartly according to the profile of a person but also to her behavior and her emotions.
TAPCARDS
Booth 81243
One App, One Digital Album, One Magic Printed Photo, Many Souvenirs. For each of life’s best moments, TapCards let you share
in its entirety in a smart new way! With the app, create digital albums in one touch, choose the best photo and mail it anywhere in
the world. Once received, your « tapcard », the trendy new generation of printed photo, is physically connected to digital album,
you and your beloved ones can pop them up on a whim with Smartphones, without any app!

THE AIRBOARD
Booth 81232
We are Creative Thinking professionals, driving the Open Innovation cultural change for major companies. Our mission is to
provide tools and processes to accelerate the prototyping and deployment of your next billion dollar idea, with a seamless
experience from novice to expert.
UBIANT
Booth 71060
Ubiant presents Luminion, the Smart Community-based Candlestick. Luminion, is an eco-citizen luminous connected object that
allows Hemis, Ubiant's cloud solution for energy & well-being management based on Artificial Intelligence, to come to life in
homes.

Labs and visitors:
LETI
Booth 81333
Leti, the technological research institute of CEA Tech (France), will present several world-firsts in the fields of augmented reality
and 5G at booth 81333 (Hall G, Level 1 at the Sands). Aryballe Technologies, The Airboard and eLichens, three startups that
were launched with Leti technology innovations, also will exhibit in Eureka Park.
ALTAMENDI
Visitor
Altamendi is developing Skaping, an interactive application that helps touristic destinations to show their stunning landscapes live
and attract customers by using a new generation of Ultra HD immersive cameras.
CHAPIER DEVELOPPEMENT
Visitor
Company specialized in hardware, individualized management of security operations and permissions.
EXOTIC SYSTEMS
Visitor
EXOTIC SYSTEMS turns ideas into projects to invent tomorrow’s connected objects today! If you’re looking to turn an idea for a
connected object sketched on the back of an envelope into a production-ready product, EXOTIC SYSTEMS offers a wide range
of custom services (Design > Development > Qualification > Support) that can use a number of ready-made products: sensors,
gateways and platforms.
POBRUN
Visitor
PobRun Engineering designs IT and telecom infrastructures, especially for collaborative spaces (lean, videoconference ...).
PobRun is also a leader in school equipment and develops jolicours.com, which has become a reference with subscriptions from
56 countries
RTONE
Visitor
Rtone is an innovative one stop company for IoT. It designs a tailor-made solution from hardware to software by integrating the
latest communication’s protocols depending on your specifications. Rtone has developed products such as a connected smoke
detector and a connected protection system… You have the idea, we have the solution!
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